
 

Ernest J Gaines brilliantly wrote a narrative style novel. Gaines applied rhetorical 

devices, such as; diction and paradox to commit the readers into fully reading and   

comprehending the essence of his novel. Gaines 

word choice really sold the theme of racism 

versus equality. The devices that helped support 

the diction are mainly animalization and 

allusion. The main goal of Grant’s mission is 

not to save jefferson, but send him to his death, 

knowing he was human and not a “hog”, as the 

courts called him. “I want the teacher to make 

him know he’s not a hog, he’s a man.” (Page 21) 

Racism is still very prominent in this book. The 

courts even refer to Jefferson as “A thing  to 

hold the handle of a plow, a thing to load your 

bales of hay, a thing to dig ditches.” the 

repetition of the word THING just further 

deteriorates Jefferson's human characteristic. 

When Gaines alludes to Christ when Jefferson 

asks, if Christ died or was born on Christmas.(page 139) This further pushes the audience to 

connect and sympathize with, maybe even pity, 

Jefferson. Gaine also effectively ses paradox in 

the first sentence of the novel to grip the reader's 

attention and leave them wondering what it mean. 

“I was not there, yet I was there” (Page 1) The 

paradox does it’s job as a opening sentence.  

 
 

 
 



 

In A Lesson Before Dying, the author includes Cumulative Syntax and Syntactic 

Permutation effectively to convey his narrative writing style. In the book, his use of Syntactic 

Permutation is best showcased when he includes Jefferson’s Diary. 

“ mr wigin you say rite somethin but i dont kno what to rite an you 

say i must be thinkin bout things i aint telin nobody an i order put it 

on paper but i dont know what to put on paper…” (P.g. 226) The 

writing style of this phrase is Jefferson’s thinking of a conversation 

and talking to Grant. This narrative is best conveyed through the 

use of word structure to portray Jefferson’s the one writing and 

we’re the readers viewing from his perspective. With Cumulative 

Syntax, Grant (the main character) goes into detail about the setting 

of his classroom to effectively paint a picture to the audience what it looks like. “My classroom 

was the church. My classes ranged from primer to sixth 

grade, my pupils from six years to thirteen and fourteen. 

My desk was a table, used as a collection table by the 

church on Sundays…” (P.g. 34) The author best describes 

most things from the perspective of Grant using this 

device which helps tie the narrative writing style into the 

story. 
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